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About This Game

Imagine you've been given the chance to start everything over again, create your own planet, and fill it with living creatures,
forests, rivers... Build roads and entire cities! Invent electricity and the internet! Think up music and the oatmeal cookie! Here
you'll find the dream constructor for any true Creator. Start with the basic elements — water, air, earth and fire — and create

the world of your dreams!
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Yup. It works just fine.. This game is amazing. I can tell this is one of the best free games on steam. The graphic is perfect and
it performed very well on my poor computer. The characters are cute and the music sounds great.
Yet the horrible control system ruined my gaming experience! I can't remember how many times I had tried to pick up a brick
beside me or failed to put it on other bricks! It just too hard to move the character to the right place! The arrows usually just
don't show up!
Not to mention the AI! THEY ARE TOO DAMN SMART!!! They move too fast! Their actions are too precise! They beat me
every single time! Sometimes I'm almost going to win, and they come back and beat me AGAIN! Why are you doing this to
me? It's too heartbreaking!
Again, I LOVE this game. I just don't know how to give an appropriate comment, because it was such a good game but those
flaws drive me nuts! I love playing it because it looks funny but actually it's quite challenging game. I hope I can "run this
game"and beat the crazy AI soon.. Not bad for a card-game, in game you have to make many decisions and can't regret, i don't
know if I made the right choice, the queen of Mi's son will not die. but this is the game, very good one;
At last, Geralt and Dandlane come out help the queen, that's very nice.. i think this was a great little game. the puzzles were
challenging and the art was intriguing. the story was a bit 1 dimensional but everything was enjoyable nonetheless. if you like
puzzles and beautiful scenery along with casual gameplay, you will most certainly enjoy this little gem.. It has potential to be a
good game, but as of now it is not worth buying.. As someone who is a huge fan of this route, and planned to build it myself, I
can definitely say that this route is indeed worth it. However, like all routes, there are pros and cons.

PROS:

-M7A's! I never expected these to get released, and it surprised me. They sound great, and look great too.

-Amtrak P32! There is only Phase V paint however, and not the special Phase III "Empire Service" paint. This would have been
nice to include, but there's always the future ;)

-Most stations are very accurate, and scenery is impressive. However, on certain parts of the route where the Hudson widens, it
appears to turn from a river into an ocean, where the land on the other side is thousands of miles away. I couldn't really see the
terrain on the west side of the river from the train. That could be just a rendering thing.

CONS:

-Most annoying thing: ROUTE LENGTH! Why stop at Croton-Harmon? Now that Train Simulator 2019 is 64 BIT, the game
can definitely handle expanding the length of the route to at LEAST Poughkeepsie, and possibly Albany for Amtrak operations.
Even without the 64 BIT, DTG has done stuff like this before. New York-New Haven, Los Angeles-San Diego, Maria's Pass,
ETC. With a Poughkeepsie or Albany expansion, we can have more appropriate scenarios for diesel operation of the P32AC-
DMs. We can have FULL Metro-North runs, and FULL Amtrak runs (for the most part). I'm 110% all for an expansion to at
least Poughkeepsie, but Albany would be an AMAZING bonus, and that's an understatement ;)

-Scenarios. There isn't a lot of freight activity on this section of the Hudson Line. The THREE (yes, three) freight scenarios
seemed unnecessary. As another reviewer mentioned, these could have been replaced with more P32AC-DM Metro North or
Amtrak scenarios. Not to mention, how about we show the M3A some love? This can easily be added as a DLC train. Also, with
a Poughkeepsie expansion, we can have earlier model Shoreliner cars, without center doors. This would be appropriate for the
Diesel Express operations on the Hudson Line. Fingers crossed!

Overall, this route is a great start to Hudson Line operations. With an expansion to Albany, a DLC Train or two, and a little
more diversity in scenarios, you have one fine route. Definitely recommend if your a fan of this route! <3. Don't be bothered by
the negative reviews, those people just don't understand how much effort it was for PlayWay to get this DLC in the game
officially.

This DLC is very much worth it for how much detail there is in each vehicle. Definitly worth the $5.99. Tract some cubes
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Average game quality. It was fun enough but a bit too easy and very short.. The year is 2012, the Painkiller series has been
mistreated and brutalized after merely one successful game released in 2004, and now lies in ruins. Med-Art decide it is their
turn to drive another dagger into the inert, lifeless heart of the violated beast. "Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it"; an esoteric and unfamiliar phrase that echoes around in their bewildered head, but the meaning behind
is lost, and the voices fade as they plunge the icy, adamantine blade into the core of the bloodstained creature. All mistakes
repeated, nothing learnt, it's only saving grace is a swifter duration of torture, a total accident and in no way a deliberate
intention to improve the experience.

All the evils of the series are indeed recurring and at this point, unsurprising, commonplace and expected.

3\/10. This is a good, solid, fun little retro game.

My first reaction to hearing about this game was "surely a game from a magazine listing from 1981 will be too simple to have
enduring appeal", and the idea of someone selling a game that's from a magazine listing seemed... well, lazy.

For anyone who doesn't remember, back in the early 1980s when home computing was first starting to take off, computer
enthusiast magazines would sometimes include game listings for you to key in and play. This was back in the days before they
began to tape recorded media to magazine covers.

I remember typing in game listings - back in the early 1980s - and... well, I learned two things. 1) how to type accurately, and 2)
that games you type in from magazine listings generally aren't worth the time they take to type in.

The other thing is - I wasn't playing on home computers in 1981. I was three years old, and there are Atari 2600 joysticks in my
mum's house with my baby teething marks imprinted upon them. I was beating my parents at Space Invaders. The first home
computer game I played was "Radar Rat Race" on C64, a clone of Namco's Rally X by HAL Laboratories. It came on a
cartridge. Yes, more mazes and mice! It was quite good... but my ideas of what a home computer game from 1981 are, are -
"very, very basic".

So this is how I came into SPACE MOUSE. No history of playing the game any time previously in its 35 years, and with the pre-
conception that it probably wasn't going to be worth my time.

It turned out that my expectations were wrong.

The default version of the game that you get to play is the "NES ARR" version - i.e. the game as imagined if it were for the
Nintendo Entertainment System (Famicon), and it's been given a few extra features and enough polish to make it feel as new as
maybe.... 1985! The game also includes a few other versions, including the original PC-8001 version.

The basic game is - you control a little thingie that can only move left, right, and up, and you need to travel ever upwards
through a maze-like level, while avoiding enemies that flow through the level in a predictable pattern - similar to those water
flow puzzles you sometimes see. There is one power up, and it allows you to bust through walls for a short period of time.

I don't know whether that simple description does the game justice. Despite being so simple, reading the flow of enemies and
the layout of the maze before you gives it challenge beyond mere twitchy arcade play - you're always looking for the best route
as you traverse forwards, waiting for the perfect time to move.

The NES Arranged version adds a little complexity; music, nicer graphics, helpful messages to the player, keys and extra lives to
collect, and a few little hidden secrets and mechanics. Also, you can ram enemies when powered up, to beat them and earn
points. It really is a big improvement to the game.

The original developer of this game went on to work for Enix and Namco, before leaving the industry to become a medical
doctor. I do wonder whether elements of SPACE MOUSE were combined with Dig Dug then inverted, to influence the creation
of one of my favourite games - Mr Driller. It is all vertical scrolling to the goal while racing an ever-decreasing air supply, after
all.

Overall: this game really exceeded my expectations and is a lot of good, simple fun. I recommend it.. Great game, and the
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Pandora AI is the most brilliant thing I've ever seen. Totally recomended to everyone who likes to have a challenge.. Great
game!. Got ripped off. Bought this when it cost money, then they made it free.... Obscenely difficult, responsive, and clever as
all heck. Also there's hot animes.
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